
WEDDING PRICING GUIDE



Focus  on What  Matter s.

We are so excited to be a part of  your big day.

Congratulations!



You and your fiancé are about to show your families, and community of friends, that are 

ready to take on the world. 

Your wedding should be about the two of you. Whether a small intimate ceremony, or involv-

ing a cast of hundreds, many brides and young couples are overwhelmed with the process 

of organizing and managing all the moving parts that make an amazing wedding day. Take a 

deep breath. It’s going to be incredible. It will be B Remembered.

We should know. So far, we’ve helped over 1,500 couples with their wedding needs in 2023, 

and that number will double in 2024! Nationwide, no wedding planner, event organizer, or 

event facility handles more weddings or offers the range of services that we do.

We opened our doors with photo and video services designed for every couple. Just as your 

relationship evolved, so too did the depth of our solutions. We now seamlessly deliver a com-

prehensive range of wedding services including engagement and wedding photography, vid-

eography, DJ, affordable event coordination, hair & makeup, and even photo booths so you 

can focus on the things that truly matter. Like your dress. Where to register. And who to invite.

On average, most couples find, coordinate schedules, negotiate prices, and critique the quali-

ty of 15 independent vendors. Then they face the complicated task of reviewing contracts and 

managing the spiraling costs. At B. Remembered you work with just one partner, relieving the 

stress and anxiety so you can focus on what matters most. Like beef or chicken!

Around New England, including destination weddings, our team takes care of everything.  

Let us help you create memories that will B. Remembered forever.

As a couple, you are one of  a kind.  
                     Your love. Your dreams. Your future.



Nationwide, no wedding planner, event organizer, or event facility handles more weddings or 

offers the range of services that we do. We’ll save you money and aggravation. 

Every day we seamlessly bring weddings to life. We’re here for you. If you are overwhelmed, 

anxious, or just have questions about how to make your day special and affordable, please 

give us a call.
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WHY B. REMEMBERED?

PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEOGRAPHY



ABOUT US

TRUSTED BY

1500+
COUPLES

B. Remembered was created with the vision of providing  

a wonderful wedding experience that is truly tailored to the 

needs of each individual couple. We understand that every 

wedding is unique, and we work closely with our clients to 

ensure their vision comes to life.
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COORDINATION ENTERTAINMENT





ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE

$2,850 $5,000 $6,000
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Start ing at Start ing at Start ing at

(ALL RAW Footage & Photos )

3 FOR ME 4EVER YOURS “ I WANT IT ALL”

• 4 Hours  

Photography Package

• 4 Hours 

Videography package

• 4 Hours 

DJ Coverage Package

• 4 Hours  

Photography Package

• 4 Hours 

Videography package

• 4 Hours  

DJ Coverage Package

• Coordination Package

• 4 Hours  

Photography Package

• 4 Hours 

Videography package

• 4 Hours 

2nd Shooter (Photo or Video)

• 4 Hours  

DJ Coverage Package

• Coordination Package

• 2 Hours  

Standard & 360 Photo Booth



YOUR MOMENT.
BUILD A CUSTOM WEDDING PACKAGE 
TO FIT YOUR MOMENT.
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PRICING PROPOSAL

COORDINATION

$2,500

• 1 virtual meeting with your coordinator

• A coordinator from our team, onsite for the wedding day

• Execution of your Wedding Day Timeline

• Delivery of all final details (timeline, layout, master vendor 

list) to all vendors

• Onsite vendor management on the wedding day

• Onsite event/timeline management on the wedding day

• Event set up (decor, tables/chairs arrangement, linens, 

tableware)

• Event tear down (decor, linens, tableware)

• First look facilitation/assistance

• Access to our Virtual Wedding Assistant

• Add Site Visit/Walk Through - 

$350

• Add Ceremony Rehearsal - 

$350

• Add Assistant Coordinator - 

$1,500

10 Hours Onsite



FAQs
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What is a day of coordinator?

○In the simplest terms, they are your manager for the day. They make sure everyone is 

where they need to be when they need to be there, they keep the event running smoothly 

and on time, and act as your go to person for anything you may need that day.

●Why hire a day of coordinator?

○Having an outside person responsible for keeping your day running smoothly not only 

provides peace of mind to the couple, it also prevents the need to put that burden onto 

a family member or friend taking away from their ability to simply be a guest and enjoy 

your day. Additionally, a professional wedding coordinator does this for a living and has the 

experience to know what to plan for and how to address any hiccups that inevitably occur.

●What if my venue already has a coordinator I’m working with?

○Many venues these days have in house coordinators. We regularly work with in house 

coordinators because they know the venue inside and out and are an invaluable resource. 

However their focus is from the venue’s perspective ensuring the venue provides you a 

great experience. Having an outside coordinator of your own fills in the gaps and their only 

focus is on you and what you personally need.
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PRICING PROPOSAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

$1,000 ($250/HR)

• Additional Hour(s) -  

$250/hr (+50 Edited Photos)

• Add RAW Photos -  

$150

• Add Engagement Shoot - 

$250

• Add 2nd Shooter -  

$800 (4 Hours)

4 Hours - About 200 Edited Photos



FAQs
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How long do I need my photographer for?

We recommend picking your starting time, i.e. getting ready, first look, ceremony, etc. and 

then carrying through until about an hour after the final reception formalities (speeches/

first dances).

●Do I need the photographer until the end of the night?

○Usually not, Unless you are doing a grand exit or there is something special happening 

for you and your guests at the very end of the evening we can typically capture enough 

pictures of people enjoying themselves in the hour after the final formalities.

●Do I need a second shooter for the same amount of time  
as the primary photographer?

○We recommend having a second shooter for the earlier part of the day and then having the 

primary shooter cover the fun and dancing portion of the night solo.

Why aren’t RAW images included?

○The RAW images contain every image captured by the camera on that day and many can 

be dark, out of focus, or of random items/objects being used to focus the camera or adjust 

settings. Additionally these are very large file sizes because they are captured using a 

technology that allows for the most data to be adjusted during the editing process. RAW images 

need to be run through additional software to bring out all of the details they have captured. 
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$350

$150

About 50 Edited Photos

Engagement Shoot

Add RAW Photos

FAQs

How long is the shoot?

Typically, an engagement shoot is about an hour long.

Can we take pictures at multiple locations?

Absolutely, we can capture photos at multiple locations. However, if there is significant 

travel time involved and the shoot goes past about 75 minutes, an additional hour fee of 

$250 may be charged.

●Can you discretely capture a surprise proposal?

○We have no problem acting like just another person nearby while capturing the proposal 

itself and only making ourselves known afterwards to take some post proposal shots.

PRICING PROPOSAL

PHOTOGRAPHY



$550

$150

2 Hours - About 100 Edited Photos

Elopement Shoot

Add RAW Photos

FAQs
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How long is the shoot?

Typically, an elopement shoot is about two hours long.

Can we take pictures at multiple locations?

Absolutely, we can capture photos at multiple locations.

●Can the photographer act as a witness if needed?

○Of course! Where these can be such intimate moments between a couple, we have been 

asked to act as a witness on multiple occasions.

PRICING PROPOSAL

PHOTOGRAPHY
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PRICING PROPOSAL

VIDEOGRAPHY

• Additional Hour(s) - 

$250/hr

• Add Cinematic Trailer -  

$150

• Add Social Reel -  

$150

• Add Drone - 

$250

• Add RAW Footage -  

$200

• Add 2nd Shooter -  

$800 (4 Hours)

4 Hours - Edited Highlight  
Reel & Full Feature Video $1,000 ($250/HR)



FAQs
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How long do I need my videographer for?

We recommend picking your starting time, i.e. getting ready, first look, ceremony, etc. and then 

carrying through until about an hour after the final reception formalities (speeches/first dances). 

Do I need the videographer until the end of the night?

Usually not, Unless you are doing a grand exit or there is something special happening 

for you and your guests at the very end of the evening we can typically capture enough 

footage of people enjoying themselves in the hour after the final formalities.

●Do I need a second shooter for the same amount of time  
as the primary videographer?

We recommend having a second shooter for the earlier part of the day and then having the 

primary shooter cover the fun and dancing portion of the night solo.

Will my edited videos include audio from the ceremony?

Yes, in the full feature video we will include the voice over from the ceremony and speeches.

●Why isn’t RAW footage included?

With digital filming the RAW footage is comprised of many individual clips because a new 

clip is created every time the camera starts and stops. They need to be opened individually 

and can often be overwhelming for couples because often times multiple cameras are 

used by a single videographer which can lead to the folder containing clips that also seem 

to be out of order based on file names.
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4 Hour - DJ/MC, Ceremony + Cocktail System, 
Premium Sound, DJ Booth, Microphone Support
and Accent Uplighting

Each additional hour

FAQs

Will you provide music and a microphone during the ceremony?

Yes, our Ceremony & Cocktail Mini System allows us to provide music and a microphone in 

a separate room/area then where the reception will be held while having the DJ equipment 

fully assembled and ready to go when the reception starts!

What is uplighting?

Our Accent Uplighting are small LED units that can be arranged strategically throughout 

the room and set to any color to add a splash of color to your party!

●Will the DJ make announcements?

Absolutely, the DJ will act as a full Emcee throughout the evening.

PRICING PROPOSAL

DJ

$1,000 ($250/HR)

$250





• Backdrop: White, Black, Blue, Red, 

Silver

• Props: Standard

• Online Album + Digital Copies

• Unlimited Prints

• Signature Book

• Custom Label on Footer: Send us a 

logo or fill out forms.

• Live Technician

• Sharing Station

• Online Album + Digital Copies

• Unlimited Clips

Our photo booth starts at 2 hours  
for $550 with the option of adding more 
time at a rate of $200 per hour.

Our 360 photo booth starts at 2 hours 
for $650 with the option of adding more 
time at a rate of $250 per hour.

This package includes: This package includes:
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PRICING PROPOSAL

Standard Photo Booth 360 Photo Booth

PHOTO BOOTH
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LOCATION

B. Remembered operates in the New England Region, with our headquarters in Westborough, MA. 

We’re available to travel within the region, but if your event is more than 70 miles round trip from our 

location, there might be additional travel fees. Please contact us to find out the specific travel fees for 

your area.

Our team will travel to multiple locations during any shoot for no additional charge.  

If the travel does add up to over the 70 mile total, you may be charged an additional fee.

Locations for the Outer Cape and Islands, along with The White Mountains may only qualify for 

Destination Wedding Packages at this time. 



SCHEDULE

Once your down payment is complete, you will receive a confirmation from our team with the time 

and date of scheduled arrival for your wedding. Please confirm your appointment using the client 

portal given to access your quote. On your confirmation, you will receive a link to your service form. 

Please make sure to fill out all forms pertaining to the services you booked with us.

14 days prior to your wedding, you will receive a reminder email with your schedule form. 

Please fill out all times and locations to ensure our team has the most accurate information prior to 

your team member calling to confirm. Arrival times can be changed up to 48 hour prior to the day of 

your wedding. Please make sure to notify us of any last minute changes as soon as possible.



CONNECT WITH US

(508) 625-7142

info@brememberedweddings.com

www.brememberedweddings.com


